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A model sele tion approa h for the hange-point problem. Appli ation to biomedi al signal proessing.
A methodology for model sele tion based on a penalized
is applied to the
We aim to

ontrast is developed. This methodology

hange-point problem, for estimating the number of

omplete previous asymptoti

results by

hange points and their lo ation.

onstru ting algorithms that

an be used in diverse

pra ti al situations.
First, we propose an adaptive

hoi e of the penalty fun tion for automati ally estimating the

dimension of the model, that is, the number of

hange points.

In a Bayesian framework, we dene the posterior distribution of the
fun tion of the penalized

hange-point sequen e as a

ontrast. A MCMC pro edure is shown to be very e ient for sampling this

posterior distribution. The parameters of this distribution are estimated with a sto hasti

version of

the EM algorithm (SAEM).
An appli ation to EEG analysis and some Monte-Carlo experiments illustrate these algorithms.
The Matlab

odes are available at

D. Siegmund,

http://www.math.u-psud.fr/~lavielle/programs/.

Stanford University,

siegmundstat.stanford.edu

BIC Applied to Change-point Model Sele tion When the Number of Change-points is Large.
joint work with N. Zhang.

In a previous paper (

Biometri s, 2006, pp. 22-32) we derived a Bayes Information Criterion (BIC)

for determining the number of
ber

m

of

hange-points in a sequen e of independent observations when the num-

hange-points is assumed to remain bounded as the number of observations in reases. Here

we dis uss the s enario where the number of
to the

ase of bounded

the analysis of DNA

m,

opy number data. Whereas in the previous

guous where to terminate the asymptoti
ase there is a

hange-points in reases with the sample size. Compared

this s enario seems to be more appropriate for some appli ations, su h as
ase it seemed reasonably unambi-

expansion of the Bayes fa tors used to dene the BIC, in this

oni t between (i) maintaining maximal independen e from prior assumptions and (ii)

in luding all terms that are innitely large in the asymptoti

limit. In addition to this

on eptual issue

in dening the BIC, some theoreti ally interesting terms, whi h are fun tionals of Brownian motion
studied previously in

hange-point dete tion, arise out of a more detailed analysis.

N. Akakpo,

Univ. Paris XI Orsay,

nathalie.akakpomath.u-psud.fr

Estimating a dis rete distribution via histogram sele tion.

Joint work with C. Durot.

We aim at estimating the joint distribution of a nite sequen e of independent
Given a

ategori al variables.

olle tion of partitions and the asso iated histograms, we sele t from the data a best histo-

gram by minimizing a penalized least-squares
of partitions, the partitions into dyadi

riterion. In fa t, we only

intervals, a

DeVore and Yu. Our estimator satises a non-asymptoti
properties in the minimax sense. Moreover, its

onsider a redu ed

olle tion

hoi e inspired from an approximation result due to
ora le-type inequality and some adaptivity

omputational

omplexity is only linear in the length

of the sequen e. As an appli ation, we use that estimator during the preliminary stage of a hybrid
pro edure for dete ting multiple

hange-points in the joint distribution of the sequen e. That se ond

pro edure still satises adaptivity properties. We thus obtain a new algorithm for dete ting

hange-

points in DNA sequen es that may be very long.

A. Célisse,

elisseagropariste h.fr

AgroParisTe h,

Segmentation in the mean of heteros edasti data via resampling or ross-validation.

Joint work

with S. Arlot.

We ta kle the problem of dete ting

hange-points in the mean of a signal with additive noise. There

is neither any distribution assumption about the signal, nor any prior knowledge on the noise level,
whi h

an be dierent from one point to another. The number of

hanges and their positions are unk-

nown, and we want to estimate them so that the resulting estimator minimizes its quadrati
this aim, we
that we

onsider several model sele tion

ompare to penalized

number of

riteria su h as

risk. To

ross-validation and resampling penalties

riteria through simulation experiments. In several situations given the

hange-points, it appears that the breakpoint positions should not be

hosen through the

usual empiri al risk minimization. We obtain quite better estimators by taking into a

ount the va-

riations of the noise level at this step of the model sele tion pro edure. Moreover, we show that some
lassi al penalized least-squares
Birgé and Massart,
the

ontrary,

riteria, whi h were proved to be valid in the homos edasti

ase by

an fail dramati ally when the noise level is indeed depending on the position. On

ross-validation and resampling methods appear to be quite robust to heteros edasti ity,

while having similar performan es in the homos edasti

ase.

P. Perron,

Boston University,

perronbu.edu

Testing Jointly for Stru tural Changes in the Error Varian e and Coe ients of a Linear Regression Model.
Joint work with J. Zhou.

We provide a

omprehensive treatment of the problem of testing jointly for stru tural

both the regression

hanges in

oe ients and the varian e of the errors in a single equation system involving sta-

tionary regressors. Our framework is quite general in that we allow for general mixing-type regressors
and the assumptions on the errors are quite mild. Their distribution
tional heteroskedasti ity is permitted. Extensions to the

an be non-Normal and

ase with serially

ondi-

orrelated errors are also

treated. We provide the required tools to address the following testing problems, among others : a)
testing for given numbers of

hanges in regression

for some unknown number of
varian e (regression

oe ients and varian e of the errors ; b) testing

hanges within some pre-spe ied maximum ;

oe ients) allowing for a given number of

(varian e) ; d) sequential pro edures to estimate the number of

) testing for

hanges in

hanges in the regression

oe ients

hanges present. These testing pro-

blems are important for pra ti al appli ations as witnessed by re ent interests in ma roe onomi s and
nan e where do umenting stru tural

hanges in the variability of sho ks to simple autoregressions

or Ve tor Autoregressive Models has been a
reinfor es the prevalen e of

on ern. Appli ations to su h ma roe onomi

time series

hanges in both their mean and varian e and the fa t that for most series

an important redu tion in varian e o

urred in the 80s. In many

moderation"

an instead be viewed as a great reversion".

N. Zhang,

Stanford University,

ases, however, the so- alled great

nzhangstanford.edu

Dete ting Simultaneous Change-points in Multiple Sequen es.

Joint work H. Ji, J. Li and D.

Siegmund.

We examine the statisti al problem of simultaneous dete tion in multiple sequen es of shared
hange-points that may o

ur in only a fra tion of the sequen es. Motivation arises from the biologi al

appli ation of dete ting re urrent intervals of
DNA. We

opy number variation in multiple aligned samples of

onsider the following general statisti al model. For ea h sequen e

i = 1, . . . , N

and position

t = 1, . . . , T , the random variables yit are mutually independent and normally distributed with mean
µit and varian es σi2 . The null hypothesis states that for every sample i, µit = µi for all t, whereas under the alternative there exists J ⊆ {1, . . . , N } and 1 ≤ τ1 < τ2 ≤ T , su h that for ea h i ∈ J ,
µit = µi0 + δi I{τ1 <t≤τ2 } where δi 6= 0. We propose several statisti s for this testing s enario, and derive

values

approximations for their signi an e level and power. Finally, we dis uss
applying these tests iteratively to dete t multiple
to the dete tion of DNA

opy number variation.

omputational s hemes for

hange-points and des ribe examples of appli ations

J.-Y. Tourneret,

ENSEEIHT,

jean-yves.tourneretenseeiht.fr

Joint segmentation of wind speed and dire tion using a hierar hi al model.

Joint work with N.

Dobigeon.

The problem of dete ting
various degrees of
tion is then

hanges in wind speed and dire tion is

onsidered. Bayesian priors, with

ertainty, are used to represent relationships between the two time series. Segmenta-

ondu ted using a hierar hi al Bayesian model that a

ounts for

wind speed and dire tion. A Gibbs sampling strategy over omes the

orrelations between the

omputational

omplexity of the

hierar hi al model and is used to estimate the unknown parameters and hyperparameters. Extensions
to other statisti al models are also dis ussed. These models allow us to study other joint segmentation
problems in luding segmentation of wave amplitude and dire tion. The performan e of the proposed
algorithms is illustrated with results obtained with syntheti

E. Lebarbier,

AgroPariste h,

and real data.

lebarbieagropariste h.fr

Joint Segmentation of multivariate Gaussian pro esses using linear models.

Joint work with E.

Budinska, F. Pi ard, S. Robin and B. Thiam.

In this presentation, we

onsider the problem of segmenting jointly multiple series, for whi h the

purpose is to nd breaks whi h are

hara teristi

multiple series. We use a mixed linear model to a
signals, a time ee t being used to

at h

of individual series as well as breaks that o
ount for both

hanges that are

estimation algorithm based on EM whi h involves dynami
We also propose to solve a
linear models, and show the

ovariates and

ur in

orrelations between

ommon a ross series. We propose an

programming for the segmentation step.

omputational issue that has been raised in the

ase of segmentation using

omputational e ien y of this pro edure.

Segmentation methods have been su

essfully applied to the mapping of

lities when using CGH mi roarrays, with an emphasis on

hromosomal abnorma-

an er genome analysis. Current methods

an deal with one CGH prole only, and do not integrate multiple arrays, whereas the CGH miroarray te hnology be omes widely used to

hara terize

hromosomal defaults at the

this work, we propose to apply our methodology to the joint

ohort level. In

hara terization ok multiple CGH proles.

Y. Guédon,

CIRAD,

yann.guedon irad.fr

Exploring the segmentation spa e for multiple hange-point models.
With regards to the retrospe tive or o-line multiple

hange-point dete tion problem, mu h eort

has been devoted in re ent years to the sele tion of the optimal number of

hange points. Here, we

explore another resear h dire tion whi h fo uses on exploring the spa e of possible segmentations
for su

essive numbers of

hange points in an aim of model assessment and model

omparison. The

knowledge of solely the most probable segmentation of a sequen e (for a xed number of

hange points)

tells us nothing about the remainder of the segmentation spa e. Questions of interest are :
 Is the most probable segmentation most probable by a long way or are there other segmentations
with near-optimal probability ?
 Are these near-optimal segmentations very similar to the most probable segmentation or do they
dier greatly ?
Methods for exploring the spa e of possible segmentations may be divided into two
(i) enumeration of possible segmentations, (ii)
tations summarized in a
sequen e. Various dynami

J ×T

array where

J

ategories :

hange-point or segment proles i.e. possible segmenis the number of segments and

T

the length of the

programming and smoothing-type algorithms belonging to these two

gories are presented. The dynami

programming algorithms rely on additive

sum of squared deviations from the mean in the Gaussian

ate-

ontrast fun tions (e.g.

ase) while the smoothing-type algorithms

rely on additive log-likelihood fun tions. Hen e, the smoothing-type algorithms apply to a more restri ted
this

lass of multiple

lass are

hange-point models than the dynami

programming algorithms. Models of

hara terized by a separability property, i.e. there is no global parameter that depends

on within-segment parameters. Due to the deterministi

su

ession of segments, most of the proposed

algorithms have transdimensional properties, that is, the output of an algorithm for

K = 2, . . . , J − 1,
for J segments.

an be

The proposed methods are illustrated by examples

hange-point models (e.g. Gaussian model with pie ewise

rian e), predi t supplementary
and summarize the un ertainty

E. Terzi,

segments, with

orresponding to dierent multiple

models. We show using these examples that the proposed methods may help to
multiple

K

omputed as an almost free byprodu t of the appli ation of this algorithm

onstant varian es or global va-

hange points, highlight overestimation of the number of
on erning the lo ation of

IBM Almaden Resear h Center,

hange-point

ompare alternative
hange points

hange points.

eterzius.ibm. om

Problems and algorithms for segmenting sequential data.
The analysis of sequential data is required in many diverse areas su h as tele ommuni ations, sto kmarket analysis, and bioinformati s. A basi

problem related to the analysis of sequential data is the

sequen e-segmentation problem. A sequen e segmentation is a partition of the sequen e into a number
of non-overlapping segments that
possible. This problem

over all data points, su h that ea h segment is as homogeneous as

an be solved optimally using a standard dynami -programming algorithm.

In the rst part of the talk I will present a new approximation algorithm for the sequen esegmentation problem. This algorithm has smaller running time that the optimal dynami -programming
algorithm, while it has bounded approximation ratio.
In the se ond part of the talk I will give some brief overview of some altternative segmentation
models, namely

lustered segmentations, segmentations with rearrangements. I will show how segmen-

tation segmentation models

an benet from dimensionality redu tion te hniques.

Finally, I will dis uss the problem of aggregating results of segmentation algorithms on the same
set of data points. In this

ase we are interested in produ ing a segmentation that agrees as mu h as

possible with the input segmentations. I will demonstrate some interesting algorithms for this problem
and present their pra ti al utility.

